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Abstract 
Online apparel retailing has transformed immensely over the past 
decade, forever changing the relationship between customer and retail. 
This study focused on online-only fashion retailers and its components. 
This research project aimed to uncover e-retailers key factors that go 
into gaining both profit and customer loyalty. The findings from this 
research prove to show that online retailers strive to shorten the gap 
between a customer’s purchase and their uncertainty from the inability 
to physically examine a product. It also shows that these retailers try to 
make customers shopping experiences as clear and as easy as possible. 
The biggest transformations in online retailing are social networking 
and interactivity. 
  

Background 
The growth of e-commerce worldwide has become increasingly evident 
over the past several years. The growth of e-commerce is recently fueled 
by the retailers that sell only online, and with no brick-and-mortar stores. 
Despite the emergence and growth of online-only retailers, limited 
academic studies have provided insights into the current online-only 
retail business especially in relation to the components of these retailers’ 
websites provided to consumers. The purpose of this study was to 
investigate the current state of OOARs’ e-tailing strategies by examining 
the information components of OOAR websites. 
 

Literature Review 
This research was initiated to continue the work of the article 
“Components of apparel retailing Web sites” by Eunyoung Jang and 
Leslie Davis Burns. The article was conducted in 2004 to investigate 
components of apparel Web sites and to examine whether differences 
existed among the types of Web retailers in their components. Other 
articles that were kept into consideration when furthering this study: 
§  “Online visual merchandising (VMD) of apparel web sites” by Young 

Ha, Wi-Suk Kwon, and Sharron J. Lennon  
§  “Information components of apparel retail web sites: task relevance 

approach” by Jung-Hwan Kim, Minjeong Kim, and Sharron J. 
Lennon 

§  “Cues on apparel web sites that trigger impulse purchases” by Sandy 
Dawson and Minjeong Kim  

 
Methods 

Our research aimed to discover the newer features & strategies used by 
online only apparel retailers. The research method for this project was 
content analysis. Focusing on 10 Online-Only Apparel 
Retailers’ (OOAR), these web sites & their components were studied 
comprehensively. These websites proved to contain exceptional online 
retailing qualities, & were valid examples for the research. The chosen 
OOAR: 

Modcloth.com  NastyGal.com 
Singer22.com             Zappos.com 
RTR.com                  OtteNY.com 

Myntra.com  Shoptiques.com 
Asos.com              MrPorter.com 

Results 
P r o d u c t  
§  A huge improvement in the way customers can narrow down/

simplify searching for items 
§  “Shop by” in multiple new ways: editors pick, eco-friendly clothing, 

ethnic wear, temperature, and gender.  
§  New sorting choices: neckline, age, accents, “most loved”, celebrity’s 

wear, location, and Facebook likes.  
§  Viewing items in new ways 

§  Quick look  
§  360 degrees 
§  Customer photos  
§  Videos  

§  Customers can be notified when an unavailable item comes back in 
stock  

  
P r o m o t i o n  
§  Increased “Buy more get free items” and “Buy more save more” offers 
§  Student discount appearances  
§  HUGE increase in free shipping availabilities  
§  Catalog services are generally nonexistent with online-only apparel 

retailers   
§  Promotions give online retailers their “special edge” and advancement 

against competitors  
  
C u s t o m e r  S e r v i c e  
•  Large increase in established customer service for online shoppers 
•  OOAR pay significant attention on international importance 

•  Most retailers ship internationally, some include the 
changing of currencies on their site, and also provide 
size conversion charts  

•  OOAR provide many customer reviews for the unsure customer  
•  No hassle and free returns are now all available, to ensure that 

customers have convenience if not pleased with their purchase 
  
S o c i a l  M e d i a   
§  Biggest change towards online retailing has been the explosion of 

social networking 
§  Facebook 
§  Instagram 
§  Twitter 
§  Polyvore 
§  Youtube 
§  Tumblr 
§  Pinterest 
§  Google+ 

§  Most of the ten sites studied had just about every social network  
§  Online retailers take advantage of this technology and use it to 

promote immensely, trying to give customers constant access to their 
merchandise  

§  70% of the online retailers have a smartphone app 
§  Both apps and social networks are a fun and easy way to get 

customers to interact with their business  
 
I n t e r a c t i v e  M e d i a  
§  Retailers have found ways to create minor relationships with their 

customers  
§  “Virtual Fashion Buyer” Modcloth has given customers the chance to 

pick items from designers into production for the following season  

§  Five retailers offered style galleries, where customers can upload their 
personal fashion  

§  ASOS created a marketplace, where customers can buy and sell 
personal items  

§  Personal stylist, where customers can receive fashionable help from 
trained professionals  

  
Discussion 

§  Though there are many advances in the online retailing world, social 
responsibility is still not well defined.  

§  Main issue with OOAR and retailers in general, is the Country of 
Origin and “Imported” transparency 

§  Websites that did have specific C-O-O only had them if the 
merchandise was from the United States, Canada, Italy, or Paris.  

§  If the C-O-O was not provided, these sites had the term “Imported”, 
giving customers an unclear message as to where the clothing was 
produced 

§  Multiple sites did not offer both C-O-O and “Imported” 
  

Conclusion  
§  This study provided a list of OOAR site components and offers 

insight into the current OOARs’ e-tailing strategies that have been 
evolved over the past decade  

§  The analysis result indicates that there were a total of 147 information 
components including 53 new components added to the initial coding 
table used in Jang and Burn’s (2004) study 

§  (i.e., 21 merchandise components, 2 promotion 
components, 10 customer service components, 20 
interactive & social media components) 

§  The selective examples of the information components 
newly added in this study are presented in Table 1. 

§  Promising social networking and interactivity will unquestionably 
create a stronger bond between retailer, and customer.   

 
Table 1. examples of new information components of OOAR websites 
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Variables Examples of New Components  

Product 

Quality of 
offering Shop by editors pick; eco-friendly item; gender; ethnic wear; temperature 

View product 
image Quick look; view 360 degrees; customer photos; video 

Product 
description Country-of-origin 

Availability Notify when back in stock 

Search 
Sort by neckline; age; accents; most popular; celebrities wear; location; 
Facebook likes  

Promotion Price and Sale Buy more get free items; student discount 

Customer 
Service 

Placing order Save to purchase later 

Payment 
option Change of currency; Paypal 

Shipping info Order tracking & status 

Returns Free returns, final sale items 

Web policy Fur policy, store directory, glossay of items, customer review 

Interactive & 
Social Media 

Social media 
websites 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest, Polyvore, Youtube, 
Google+, company blog 

Other 
interactive 
services 

Smartphone app, Facebook sign-in benefits, virtual fashion buyer, online 
personal stylist, upload personal fashion, buy/sell personal items, live chat, 
“My wantlist” 


